
Many businesses have invested considerably in their Hyperion, OBIEE, E-Business Suite and Oracle
database on-premises systems, often in customizations and bespoke enhancements. These
frequently complex environments have supported the business well, but they have also hindered
the ability to adopt innovations, reduce costs and seize new opportunities.
 
Although many recognize the value cloud applications and infrastructure provides, articulating the
business case, analyzing the current system landscape and evaluating cloud migration routes
remains challenging. It's this complexity and risk that necessitates a thoughtful, proven approach,
with an informed point-of-view, before making the right decision.  This is where Qubix can help.

Qubix Value 2 Cloud Approach

Value 2 Cloud Approach

CLOUD MIGRATION

Qubix can help you pivot toward the cloud, with multi-
platform experience, expert systems-integration talent,
and powerful accelerators to speed the time to value.

(1) The Q.bot™ Diagnosis (2) Collaborate & Review

(3) Agree Scope and Investment (4) Project Initiation

We run through the Q.bot™ powered cloud
migration assessment, gather feedback and
recommend the core principles & direction of the
path to the cloud.  All stakeholders are informed
and included to create a winning business case. 

Based on the collaboration & review stage, the scope
of work is drafted to deliver the business case. The
solution architecture, migration strategy, resource
requirements, timelines, risk mitigation plan, change  
approach & investment plan are all published.

We're not only technology experts but experienced
change managers. We will drive and control your
engagement from start to finish; ensuring the
solution is fit-for-purpose, fulfils your requirements,
and delivers the desired benefits & business case.

Allied Irish Bank eliminates its reliance
on an on-premises planning process

that was inefficient and moves to the
cloud with Qubix

The Q.bot™ application will intelligently drive the
assessment and design of the most successful path
to the cloud. Not every workload moves to the cloud
the same, and some existing processes can and
should be improved.  We make those decisions here.

View case study:
www.qubix.com/clients



Hyperion Profitability and Cost Management

Hyperion Essbase

THE QUBIX DIFFERENCE
Highly successful, affordable capabilities without compromise.

Multi-Cloud Integrators Broad Industry Experience

We have deep experience across thirty
different industries, ranging from start-up 

 businesses to global banks. Moving
workloads to the cloud isn't an industry-

specific challenge.  Talking industry-specific
language makes a difference. 

Pre-Defined Cloud Models

Our cloud-migration accelerators are
underpinned by 30+ years of experience

across a variety of solutions, technologies,
and industries. 

Unique IP

TOP QUBIX CLOUD DESTINATIONS
Move from on-premises ERP, EPM, Analytics and Database to the cloud with Qubix.

Moving to cloud-platforms requires an in-
depth underlying technical knowledge of

complex inter-related systems. The Qubix
team are experts in critical areas including

enterprise architecture, military-grade
security, data-integration and API interfaces. 

We bring proven expertise curated from
1,000+ engagements globally of innovative
delivery tools and unique IP, such as Qubix

Cloudbridge.

Hyperion Planning

Website
www.qubix.com/cloud-migration

Email
sales@qubix.com Copyright 2020, The Qubix Group. 

Oracle EPM Planning and Budgeting

Hyperion Financial Close Management Oracle EPM Financial Consolidation and Close

Hyperion Account Reconciliation Management Oracle EPM Accounts Reconciliation and Close

Oracle EPM Profitability and Cost Management

Oracle Business Intelligence Enterprise Edition Oracle Analytics Cloud

Oracle Essbase Cloud

Oracle E-Business Suite Oracle ERP Cloud

Oracle Database Oracle Autonomous Database

Multi-cloud and platform integration expertise.

https://www.qubix.com/cloudbridge

